
GorkaMorka Monday House Rules

Vehicles

• A model on foot struck by a vehicle will take a strength 4 hit causing d3 wounds (str5 
with spiky bits). 

• To hit with a grabber arm or wrecker ball the operator must first pass a leadership test. 

• If an enemy model spends one whole turn unopposed on a vehicle (from the phase the 
last enemy was done away with or the opposing model entered the vehicle, until the 
end of the next of that phase) roll a d6: on a 4+ the vehicle is crippled. Spanners get +1 
to this roll. 

• Drivers of vehicles may leave their vehicles as long as the vehicle has not moved that 
turn. A driver may not leave and remount a vehicle in the same turn, nor may they 
move the vehicle on the same turn that they get back in. If the driver is incapacitated 
outside the vehicle(man down or out) another member may try to take over. The model 
must pass a leadership test to figure out which lever is the velocitator and which is the 
deceleratrix. If passed they may move the vehicle as normal. A driverless vehicle is 
considered immobilized at the end of the game on a roll of 1-3, it would then have the 
normal chance of being crippled depending on the scenario’s outcome. 

• Armor plates may be purchased as normal but must be allocated to specific hit 
locations on the vehicle. The maximum of 6 plates for the entire vehicle still stands.

Weapons

• Any weapon which lists restrictions on its ability to be upgraded may still be upgraded 
but would count as getting its second upgrade in that area. For example a kannon may 
add a strength but would automatically have to roll on thechart to determine the side 
effects. The kannon can still add its first sustained fire dice without penalty. 

Docs and Meks

• Grots may not be taken to the docs (what self respecting Nob would!) 

Hand to Hand Combat

• Models involved in a boarding action that are un-engaged due to there being more 
models on one side than on the other, not including the driver as he’s too busy 
controlling the vehicle, may be allocated to the hand to hand combats to help their 
comrades. The outnumbering mob is the one who chooses what combats these extra 
fighters will assist with. For each extra fighter allocated in this way, the primary fighter 
gains a +1 to their combat resolution and always wins in the case of a tie. More than 
one extra may be allocated to a single combat but at least one extra must be allocated 
to each combat before a second may be allocated. If the outnumbered warrior 
eliminates his opponent then he will automatically be placed in combat with the 
supporting fighter. 


